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The bi-annual Asia Messianic forum was held from 14 – 17 August, in Hsinchu, Taiwan at the
Sheraton Hotel. This conference began in Japan, with a church called Sekai Kyusei Kyo, which
began praying for Israel in 1930 under the leadership of Rev. Juji Nakada. For many years
Messianic leaders had been visiting Japan individually at different times of the year to teach the
believers there. It was only in 2009 at the urging of the Messianic leaders that they expanded
these meetings to include other Asian nations. Since then it has been held in Japan, Korea,
Singapore, The Philippines and now Taiwan.

SPEAKERS FROM ISRAEL
Joseph Shulam, Eitan shishkoff, Guy Cohen & Daniel Stern

AMF’s purpose is to gather as a body of believers in Yeshua; both Jews and
Gentiles for teaching fellowship and mutual encouragement. The committee
in Taiwan, led by TJ Hsieh and his wife Rev. Angela Hsieh, was impressed
to set the theme of this year’s conference as “From Generation to
Generation” taken from Malachi 4:6, the promise of God to turn the hearts of
the fathers to the children and vice versa. So they invited two senior
Messianic leaders from Israel; Joseph Shulam and Eitan Shishkoff together
with their spiritual sons; Daniel Stern and Guy Cohen. Guy also
coincidentally brought his thirteen-year-old son, Ofek along for a vacation.
TJ & Angela
Hsieh
This time there were delegates from ten nations aside from Israel that attended, with around
five hundred people. Since TJ and his wife are heavily involved with the indigenous tribes of
Taiwan, there was a lot of emphasis on these people groups and we very much enjoyed their
leading us in worship with their own sound and the showcase of their culture.
Singapore’s One New Man Band + 1
We also had worship teams from different nations
leading the conference in worship over the three days,
we had teams from Korea, Japan and Singapore,
each did an amazing job and the presence of God was
strongly felt.

Eitan Shishkoff spoke on the One New Man (Ephesians 2:14-15) and together with Guy Cohen
they spoke on The Next Generation. Joseph Shulam brought Messages from Malachi 4:6 and
the Acts Model of the Church. Daniel Stern spoke about the Sabra Generation (the native-born
Israelis) and Guy Cohen also brought a message on the High Priest.
Being taught the Word by men of God from Israel was a very enriching experience, not to
mention the times of sitting and chatting with each other, hearing one another’s hearts and
seeking ways to move forward with God’s agenda for world redemption.
In addition to the messages, several representatives from Asia also reported concerning their
work and relationship with Israel and the Jewish people in their nations. Some spoke of the
challenges they face in their respective nations. It was a great opportunity for us to pray for one
another and uplift those who were facing struggles.
The conference closed with a time of the older generation blessing the younger generation,
there was much emotion and we truly felt our hearts bonding and the generational divided
closing. It was also wonderful to see the younger ones bonding together and developing
friendships that transcend national boundaries. We as the leaders have come to realize that we
must give more attention to the young adults and youth in the next conference to equip to carry
the torch in the next leg of the race.
As One New Man Asia we consider ourselves very privileged to be part of this amazing work of
God and look forward to continuing to work with the leaders to include more nations into this
fellowship so as to work together to further the Kingdom of God and prepare for Jesus’s return.
The next Asia Messianic Forum is scheduled to be held in Thailand in 2019.
To view the messages from the conference go to:
http://www.asia-messianic.com/program.html?nID=15
To view more photos from the conference go to: www.onenewmanasia.org/apps/photos/

